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Our Vision and Mission
VISION

MISSION

To creatively address our neighbourhood’s sustainability today
– for a positive and healthy tomorrow.

The Outreach Foundation, a community centre in the heart of
Hillbrow, offers support and development to people living in
Johannesburg’s inner city. Through integrated arts, educational,
skills development and psychosocial programmes, the
Foundation seeks to inspire creative journeys for all looking to
achieve their full potential.

THE FOUR PILLARS OF THE OUTREACH FOUNDATION
Safe on-site environment:
Creating a space for the
community that is safe,
reflective and inspiring, and
promotes a culture of
non-discrimination and free
expression.

Personal development
support:
Providing relevant and
well-run programmes and
projects in alignment with
funders and society’s
needs, with a measurable
social impact.

Advocacy and awareness:
Supporting and endorsing
organisations, concepts and
people who create
awareness of, and advocate
against, social injustices.

Sustainability:
Promoting a fundraising
strategy, and upskilling and
inspiring our facilitators and
staff, towards sustainability
of the organisation.

COMMITMENTS

OUR MAIN GOALS ARE TO:

• Providing a safe space for the children, youth and adults of
Hillbrow and beyond to attend arts and culture activities,
education and skills development programmes, and
psychosocial services

• uplift people and families in Hillbrow and environment; and

• Providing a space free of discrimination based on race, age,
culture, ethnicity, religion, disability, gender, class, sexual
orientation or language
• Working with good governance transparency, accountability
and environmental responsibility
• Supporting young people and adults to engage in enrichment
programmes that ensure a better future for themselves and
their families

• address social inequality.

IMPACT
Through our programmes, Outreach Foundation would like to
see the following impacts:
• Increased employability for our beneficiaries
• Stable family structures
• A safer neighbourhood
• Individuals with increased self-worth and better opportunities.

• Giving children, youth and adults the opportunity to develop
their communication skills, self-confidence and teamwork
• Unleashing imagination, encouraging creative thinking, and
enriching lives
• Affirming human rights and their attendant responsibilities as
outlined in the South African Constitution’s Bill of Rights and
strengthening democracy
• Committing to partnership and collaboration with organisations
within the inner-city of Johannesburg and beyond
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Outreach Foundation’s
sense of place

HILLBROW – A SUBURB WHERE
PEOPLE LIVE
Hillbrow, situated in Johannesburg, Gauteng,
is renowned as a high-density high-rise
residential inner city area which has,
historically, borne the brunt of a rapid influx
of urban migration, high levels of crime,
poverty, unemployment and urban decay.
Most of the area’s population falls into the
Volunteers waiting for Hey Hillbrow! Let’s Dlala! at Windybrow
lower-income bracket, with only one third
employed in the formal sector. Of the
migrants seeking jobs, education and safety,
the majority are from Zimbabwe, but people arrive in the city
A SPACE OF SAFETY
from as far as the Democratic Republic of Congo, Rwanda,
There is a great opportunity to build social cohesion and
contribute to the recent attempts to upgrade the public
Kenya and Malawi. Many seek refuge from the violence they
environment. The City, through the Johannesburg Development
experience in their own countries, some are economic
Agency (JDA), has committed to creating a vibrant and creative
refugees, and others seek political asylum.
urban environment. However, schools in Hillbrow and the
The density of the city, the conflict between religious and
surrounding inner-city areas remain affected by these social
traditional values, and rapid urbanisation combined with
issues. There is a need for spaces that provide recreational
unemployment create conflict and violence, including
activities, arts education and psychosocial facilities.
xenophobic attacks triggered by competition for scarce
The South African education system has not managed to
resources and employment. While there has been a marginal
overcome the legacy of Apartheid’s Bantu Education. The
improvement in safety levels in recent years, public spaces are
drop-out rate is high, outdated teaching methods and poor
affected by regular incidences of criminal activity while violence
resource provision lock the country’s school-leavers into a
against women and children remains rife, but under-reported
cycle of unskilled joblessness.
due to the silencing of women’s voices in a patriarchal system.
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“The Outreach Foundation’s programmes and physical environment provide a
place from which young people and families are able to develop not only a
tangible set of skills, but also a sense of dignity.”
The Outreach Foundation’s programmes and physical
environment provide a place from which young people and
families are able to develop not only a tangible set of skills, but
also a sense of dignity.

INSPIRING JOURNEYS FOR A BETTER
SOUTH AFRICA
Solutions for a more ethical society
Research has shown that activities such as theatre, music and
artistic collaboration, build empathy, ethical thinking and social
and community awareness. The Outreach Foundation’s afterschool and holiday programmes aim to build these skills in
children, youth and adults. The Theatre, Music, Boitumelo and
Counselling programmes help develop empathy and social
connectedness. The Computer Centre’s programmes equip
learners with the skills to access the job market, and the Youth
Centre offers life-skill training and support groups, with a focus
on homework assistance.

Well-being and human dignity in combating the
effects of poverty
The programme’s overall goal is to equip the youth and
community of Hillbrow with the capacity to enhance their wellbeing and human dignity. In particular, the Outreach Foundation
aims to:
• provide meaningful activities that keep learners off the street
and away from destructive influences;
• provide beneficiaries with concrete technical and creative
skills that may be beneficial in future income-generation
activities;
• increase the levels of dignity, cooperation and mutual
respect amongst project beneficiaries;
• improve the levels of resilience, confidence, social skills,
problem-solving and empathy amongst school-going youth
through skills training; and
• improve school results and attendance in school-going
youth involved in the programme activities.
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A message from the
Chairperson of the
Board of Trustees
The reporting year was quite eventful. It saw the completion of
the new counselling centre and with it, an increase in counselling
staff.
The new centre points to a very important aspect of the
Outreach Foundation’s aim: working with people, not only on
creative journeys but in many cases, on life-changing journeys.
I am grateful to the staff and all those involved on a daily basis
that accompany the many people who enter our premises,
through their journeys.
And then, of course, I am very grateful to all those who made
funds available for this expansion and the additional staff costs.
Like other organisations of this nature, we depend heavily on
such funding.
Because of this, the role of the Manager of the Outreach
Foundation is a crucial one. This person has to ensure that all
reporting is done correctly and on time and that the funds are
used efficiently and according to their purpose. Thomas
Wojciechowski diligently served the Foundation in this position
for the past five years. He was seconded to us by the
Evangelisch-Lutherisches Missionswerk (ELM) at a time when
the Foundation was going through major challenges. I am
grateful for his leadership and manifold initiatives which helped
us to move forward and upward (upward even in a literal sense,
since his first project was the development of the computer
centre and dance studio on top of the hall).
The ELM needed him to go back home. He is now the deputy
director of the mission in Germany. We thank him for his
dedication, patience and creativity during his time of office.
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Robert Michel took over the helm and hit the ground running.
After a brief period of orientation, he is now leading the
foundation. I wish him blessings and wisdom to lead the
Foundation forward.
To the readers: may you enjoy reading this report, and in
reading it, experience a bit of the creative journey of this
organisation.

Horst Müller
Chairperson of the Board of Trustees
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A message from the
Executive Director
2017 was a busy year for the Outreach Foundation and with it
came some changes. Exciting ones which were for the better,
but changes that are unsettling for some.
After five years at the helm of the Outreach Foundation, Pastor
Thomas Wojciechowski was recalled by his employer in
Germany, and he returned to Europe in December. During his
years at the helm of the Foundation, he managed to stabilise
and grow it financially. He also built and extended relations to
overseas donors. A big thank you, Thomas, for all you achieved
and for that which you left for us to build on!
Another big change this past year was the retirement of Sophia
Madonsela, in administration and finance. She retired after
many years of service to the Foundation. She was replaced by
Alison Chiheve, a chartered accountant and internal auditor,
who joined the team in January 2017.
The coming year – 2018 – sees the 20th anniversary of the first
outreach activities by the then German Lutheran Church of
Peace Congregation in Hillbrow. It started off with some humble
activities, inter alia some knitting and sewing, as well as a music
school that introduced Hillbrow’s children to the fascinating
world of music while, at the same time, trying to keep them off
the unsafe streets of the suburb.

It was not until 2004, however, that all the church’s outreach
activities were moved away from the congregation, and the
Lutheran Community Outreach Foundation was formed and
registered as a Non-Profit Organisation (NPO). And now, in
order to position the organisation on a growth path for the
future, it has applied for a ‘Non-Profit Company’ (NPC) status.
This was approved shortly before Christmas 2017. During
2018, the current NPO will thus be transformed into an NPC.
Our name, however, is not going to change. We proudly are
and will remain the Outreach Foundation. And we will adapt to
the macro and micro socio-economic changes around us.
2017 saw the opening of a new counselling centre for drug
abusers and migrants which was made possible through
funding from the ELM and the Lutheran Church in Lower Saxony
in Germany. In the few months since the new building’s opening,
the number of beneficiaries/clients has doubled, and the
beneficiary numbers are set to grow even further. Undoubtedly,
our counselling centre with its life-changing interventions now
form the heart of the Foundation’s activities. New partnerships
with Lawyers for Human Rights and Save the Children (South
Africa), have already been forged by the centre.
Over the years, the brand image of the Outreach Foundation
became rather cluttered with each project building a strong,
almost independent brand on its own. That, however, is
going to change, and a single unified and well-known brand
is going to be developed to meet the challenges that lie

ahead. Our offerings will be streamlined to fall in line with our
newly sharpened Theory of Change model, embedded in a
professionalised work environment.
The Outreach Foundation also managed to receive a 100%
SED recognition B-BBEE Status during the year. Moreover, we
proudly managed to attract new funding from the South Africa
office of the Ford Foundation, as well as the Lutheran World
Federation in Geneva. Thanks to the funding by the Ford
Foundation, we could advertise for the post of a Monitoring and
Evaluation (M&E) officer who is going to start with us in January
2018. With an M&E officer on board, we further hope to
professionalise and streamline the Outreach Foundation’s
outputs and better meet donor requirements.
In the years to come, we will strive towards developing new,
innovative and inclusive ways, ideas and approaches to bring
about meaningful and sustainable change to the communities
we serve and we are working with. In times of constant external
changes, our programmes need to be relevant to our
communities and be able to deliver long-term, measurable
outcomes and impact. With such an approach, we will be able
to better meet the expectations of the international donor
community. By moving away from being a mere charity to a
development organisation, the Outreach Foundation of the
future hopes to become a sought-after and attractive partner in
inner-city development.

Robert Michel
Executive Director
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Our Donors
We express our gratitude to our main donors and
partners for their support

Governance
BOARD
The members of the Board of Trustees have been selected to contribute a wide range of skills and expertise to the Outreach Foundation.
The Board is responsible for setting the macro-framework and providing foresight, oversight, and insight for the Foundation, and
meets four times a year.

1 Bishop Horst Müller
Representative of the ELCSA (NT). Appointed as chairperson in April 2016 for three years

2 Bishop Dr M Rakuba
Representative of the ELCSA. Appointed in August 2015 for three years

3 Mrs Lauren Watling
Corporate communications. Appointed in November 2015 for three years

4 Mr Francois Pienaar
Representative of one of our stakeholders (NGO – Finance sector). Reappointed in April 2016 for three years as treasurer

5 Ms Tessa Mogashoa
Representative of the Church of Peace congregation (Friedenskirche). Appointed in August 2015 for three years

6 Ms Achal Singh
Finance sector. Appointed in November 2016 for three years

7 Mr Oupa Melato
Finance sector. Appointed in November 2017 for three years
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Theory of change
Impact

Outcomes

Outputs

Intervention

Improved learning and socio-economic development
for children, youth and families in South Africa
Employment opportunities/
job creation with improved
capacity to develop own
businesses/small business
from home. Increased capacity
to earn and access
opportunities for youth
and adults.

Improved psychosocial wellbeing of
drug users
• stable families
• more migrants
with legal
documents

Increased resilience
and access to
personal and career
development
opportunities for
youth and children

Trained individuals with
basic computer skills who
are accredited
• increased design and
research skills
• effective job hunting
skills
• effective job creation
through education and
skills, within a national
and international
context

Hillbrow as a creative
sphere of the city, thus
recognising the potential
of its inhabitants and
families.
• people taking social
and environmental
responsibility through
creative expression and
foregrounding their
social issues

• Basic computer
training
• Self-awareness
workshops
• Offers a space for
youth, men and
women to find a voice
for their financial,
emotional and personal
complexities living in
Gauteng

• People who are capable
of learning life skills and
creative techniques while
generating income for
both themselves
and Boitumelo
• using contemporary craft
skills to develop a
creative focus to explore
cultural identity and
diversity

Skilled
and
developed
leaders
• improved
school
marks
• safety of
children

• Homework
assistance
• Career
guidance
to youth
• Kid’s week
• Job
application
training
• Leadership
training

Increased
referrals to
access to
legal
documentation
of migrants
in South Africa
• clean and
drug-free
individuals

• Migrant
support
• Child and
youth
counselling
• Drug intake

Enhanced
performance skills
• confident students
and youth who have
high self-esteem
and leadership skills

Enhanced creativity
and communication
skills
• improved life-long
team work skills
• enhanced research
skills

• Arts and culture
education
• Facilitators training
to build artistic skills
• Development of
culture of
appreciation and
a new audience
for the performing
arts
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Social activism
MANDELA DAY
Johan Robyn and the Counselling team took the
Outreach Foundation staff for a visit to Thembalami
Rand Aid Association for Mandela Day. Here we
participated in a knitting project with the ladies at
the home. Most of the ladies from the home
experience hearing impairment issues and we
revised a lovely hand sign language between
facilitators and Outreach Staff. Several Boitumelo
students and the ladies quickly did some knitting
lessons and exchanged new stitches. It was
special to have our new Finance Officer, Alison
Chiheve, join us in the knitting group. Later, the
‘longest knitted scarf in 5 hours’ was part of a
showcase event to the entire home. This was
shown before lunch, and 13 people proudly
presented their achievements too. Outreach
Foundation staff dressed up for the occasion with
costumes from the Hillbrow Theatre and, together
with the residents, created a fun-filled morning
with ‘fashion shows’ and music which was
provided by Madoda Gxabeka from the Hillbrow
Music Centre.
The follow up of this collaboration was that Elize
Raath (Matron and Manager of Thembalami Rand
Aid Association) invited us to join their sewing
team on the 30th September 2017 for a Sew-aThon to help make new sheets for the home. We
also helped re-pack their sewing room. The
exchange was a positive engagement for young
and old.

Alison Chiheve, Administration Manager, knitting on Mandela Day.

Outreach Foundation staff and members from Thembalami Care
Centre getting ready for the Fashion Show.

HEY HILLBROW! LET’S DLALA!
Continuing with the great success of ‘Hey Hillbrow! Lets Dlala! 2016’, we
partnered with Windybrow Art Centre and invited additional partners in the
Hillbrow precinct. The MES Joshua Programme, Umzansi Zulu Dancers, Chick
Aljoy, eKhaya CID, Music Centre String Ensemble, Royal Vibrationz and about
200 children joined the parade to walk from the Hillbrow Theatre via Ekhaya
Park to the Windybrow Centre where further performances were showcased.
Nhlanhla Malinga, as MC, took the excited group with much music and songs
supported by the Admin Team of Outreach Foundation with snacks, popcorn
and juice to ensure that on this cold day nobody went hungry. Boitumelo
completed 20 flags and nearly 70 small flags for the children. We collected
over 100 postcards to send to Ghana as a visual and literacy project exchange
with the Takoradi University in Ghana.

Hey Hillbrow Let’s Dlala! procession
starting at Outreach Foundation.
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The first Hillbrow Market, showcasing locally made craft, received much
interest from participants and bystanders. As it is a new market in Hillbrow, it
is still in the beginning stages but is well worth supporting and is part of
integrated neighbourhood development.
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A new building for
counselling

It started off as a dream in our small office; a
dream to get a bigger space with privacy to
journey with people. Our first office became
a home to many. It soon became a place of
early morning coffee, sharing bread over
lunch time and creating a safe space for the
The new Counselling Building opened on the 5th May 2017.
community to talk. The office also became a
space to keep documents such as
passports, IDs and documents safe. The
office became a place to store clothes,
helpdesk and office space, a kitchen and also bigger space for
blankets and shoes for a rainy day, because when you are
meetings and workshops. The building is linked with a container
homeless or staying in a shelter you only carry what you have
as a bridge to the Boitumelo Sewing Project, sharing the space
on your back. The small office soon resembled the vulnerable
on journeys of hope.
character and brokenness of the community. It became a place
In May we were able to open our centre in partnership with the
where the walls started sharing in hearing the often painful
community and in the words of Rev. Paul Verryn from the
stories of migrants searching for a better tomorrow, drug
Central Methodist Mission our guest speaker who said “This
addicts that are ready to give up and needed to make a call for
building must become a lighthouse from within a river of life will
life, a desperate mother with two children that has been
flow…and that river of life will occupy every corner in the City of
abandon by her husband staying on the street, or a young
Johannesburg giving hope to the marginalised and the
teenager that was raped by a stepfather and left in the concrete
vulnerable”.
jungle searching for an answer to life.
It is in this cramped, often smelly, office space of hope where
the dream for a bigger office was born. With the assistance of
our previous director, Thomas Wojciechowski, the dream to
build a new building was born. With the help of the architect,
Thomas Chapman, the dream came to life on paper and in
February 2017 the building started. The building became a
passionate journey of hope, even for the builders and the
architect who became emphatically involved in this journey of
building this dream of our Counselling Centre for the people of
Hillbrow. The design of the building is unique, because it
projects sunlight through its durable plastic walls, keeps the
sunlight and the warmth in during winter, and projects rays of
hope during summer. The building accommodates a special
room for private counselling sessions, storage facility, a central

It is with these prophetic words that we as staff of the counselling
centre are kept accountable to the community. A year later the
space has become a lighthouse in the midst of darkness for the
marginalised and the vulnerable. We have doubled our intake
capacity in the past year and the building has given us a
broader vision for sustainability that we would like to duplicate
in other communities and countries as a model for holistic care.
We also implemented a migrant support initiative, focusing on
the provision of psychosocial support and assistance with legal
documentation.
We at the Outreach Foundation are grateful to the Evangelical
Lutheran Mission (ELM-Germany) and Evangelical Lutheran
Church of Hanover (LKH-Germany) in partnering with us in our
journey in holistically changing communities.
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Hillbrow Theatre Project

young@home in rehearsal.

We provide a safe and dynamic space which
allows for the growth of confident and
creative thinkers. The latest statistics from
the Cultural Observatory and research done
Adjudicators, Bongani Gumede, Gcina Mkhize Olifant and Mpho
by Gordon Cook states that less than 7% of
Molepo, 13th Inner-City High Schools Drama Festival
schools in South Africa offer the arts as part
of their education programmes. We believe
that it is through collaboration and
partnership that we provide an innovative and enriching
anniversary of the Dance Umbrella Festival. It will then travel
experience for our participants.
to Berlin to perform at the Maxim Gorki Theatre. Three of
our alumni, Bigboy Ndlovu, Zibusiso D and Nompilo
This year we proudly partnered with two international
Hadebe are also part of the cast and will each receive their
organisations, C:NTACT and Dorky Park, and collaborated
first salary. The production will explore a Hillbrow of the
with over 20 local artists and institutions.
future. It challenges and inspires the young actors to
re-imagine their neighbourhood and to develop material
HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2017:
based on their perceptions and experiences of xenophobia
• Thwala, 1st Best Production of the 14th Inner-City High
and violence in the city.
Schools Drama Festival, directed by Gcebile Dlamini in
collaboration with alumni Bigboy Ndlovu, Music Centre
• The Hillbrow Theatre Project and C:NTACT, in partnership
marimba facilitator Themba Moyo, and Market Theatre
with Tswelopele Frail Care Centre, presented young@home,
Laboratory 2nd year student Sinenhlanhla Mgeyi, was
an inter-generational production that brought together the
invited to perform at the DFL Sex Actually Festival on
youth and elders of Hillbrow. young@home was a
Saturday 23rd September. On the same day, Gcebile was
presentation of personal stories of Hillbrow as home - an
also asked to conduct a workshop with Clara Vaughn,
exploration of notions of home and what constitutes
Head of the Market Theatre Laboratory. The production
community in a city with a long history of ever-changing
also took place at the Emakhaya Theatre, the University of
migrant communities. With everyone here being from
the Witwatersrand from the 3rd to the 5th November.
everywhere else, there was a compelling assortment of
A post-performance discussion was held after each
tales of family migrations from other countries, from rural
performance. One mother spoke to the young cast of girls
villages and from townships – and how they have come to
and young women and urged them to keep these
settle, albeit still in perpetual transit, in the inner-city.
characters for life. “These are strong characters that will
young@home was an exciting theatrical experience based
help you deal with life – never forget your strength you have
on the true accounts of the sad, the joyous, the reflective,
shown here”.
the prospective, the funny, and at times, the obscure and
• Hillbrowfication, a production by Constanza Macras and
Dorkypark and our Hillbrow Theatre Project, in
co-production with Maxim Gorki Theater Berlin, supported
by Goethe-Institut and funded by the TURN Fund of the
German Federal Cultural Foundation, is our 2nd
international collaboration for the year. The production team
has worked with 21 youth, ranging from the ages of
5 to 22. The work will premiere at the Hillbrow Theatre on
the 9th and 10th March 2018 as part of the 30th
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random stories and memories of a most dynamic group.
Director Gcebile Dlamini assembled a stellar creative
team; Jefferson Tshabalala was the dramaturge, Sonia
Radebe choreographed and Joao Orecchia created a
soundscape of songs and music. Mark Straw,
photographer, joined the team to document and to create
portraits. Peter DuPont Weiss joined us for two weeks
from Denmark to share his experience working on various
C:NTACT projects.
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• Phillippa De Villiers invited us to be part of a
commemoration for Lesley Perkes. Sanae Sawada
conducted a yoga class and an origami lesson in creating
butterflies on Friday 10th February. That Sunday, the
children gathered on blankets to teach ‘friends of Lesley’ to
fold butterflies and then decorated the bed in Panorama
Park which she made famous.
• The Goethe Institute, as part of Book Dash, organised
Fortune Tazvivinga, a writer from Zimbabwe, and Raymond
Diby, an illustrator from Ivory Coast, to conduct a workshop
with the St Enda’s drama group on story writing. Our
organisation also received a large donation of children’s
books which were distributed throughout our programmes.
• Sibusiso Hadebe created a provocative and playful dance
work for the Dance Umbrella Festival. The work was
performed at the Wits Theatre on Sunday 26th February.
A music score was created by a young Wits graduate,
Edre van As.
• Young@home was invited to perform at the 19th ASSITEJ
World Congress and International Theatre Festival for
Children and Young People. At this conference Zanele
Madiba presented a paper based on her Master’s thesis
which focused on our Inner-City High Schools Drama
Festival; Gcebile Dlamini pitched our production, Isaro, to
the international producers and festivals of Producers
Bazaar (she was able to attend thanks to funding received
from the Danish Agency for Culture. And thanks to Rand
Merchant Bank’s (RMB) R6 000 donation, we were able to
create flyers and a video for the occasion); and a production
that was incubated at the University of Johannesburg and
which we partnered with Dear Mr Government, Please May
I have a Meeting with You Even Though I’m Six Years’ Old?
premiered at the ASSITEJ World Congress in Cape Town on
23 May. The production was a tender retelling of what
children are saying about their governments and cuts with
a weighty and urgent truth: children are suffering for the
world. The play was based on the words and experiences
of children from the Hillbrow Theatre and Lesotho.
• We are very proud that Sibusiso Hadebe received his
Honours degree in Applied Theatre from Drama for Life,
University of the Witwatersrand. Through Robert Colman,
Sibusiso has obtained a work opportunity working at Holy
Family College as an arts and culture teacher.
• Adriana Miranda da Cunha, former DFL scholar and current
PhD student at Santa Catarina State University – Udesc,
Brazil, approached us last year to conduct her research at
the Outreach Foundation. She is not only hoping to do
research, but has also offered to film activities at our
premises for a short film. Her documentation (photography
and video) of the Inner-City High Schools Drama Festival
has been a real gift.
• The Inner-City High Schools Drama Festival celebrated its 13th
anniversary this year. It ran from 1 to 9 September and was

Zikhethelo Thwala performing in Nyangara

presented in partnership with the Department of Arts and
Culture, RMB, the Market Theatre Laboratory, Bread for the
World, ASSITEJ South Africa, Hillbrow Radio, Exclusive Books,
and the Johannesburg Arts Alive International Festival. 38
schools took part with over 450 learners performing devised
works based on a theme chosen by the learners in 2016.
What makes this festival unique is our partnership with the
Market Theatre Laboratory which celebrates its five-year
anniversary. The extensive outreach programme that precedes
the festival is a response to the reality that most inner-city high
schools offer little to no arts and culture education. Learners
are unable to partake in cultural activities as part of their
education or investigate possible future careers in the arts. The
team of 31 facilitators, who go into inner-city schools to work
with the learners on a weekly basis, is made up of a
combination of facilitators from the Hillbrow Theatre Project,
young artists working in the city, and second-year Market
Theatre Laboratory students. 12 former Market Theatre
Laboratory students are employed to work in various schools.
This is a point of pride for the festival as it is now able to
provide paid work opportunities for young artists in the city.
• We received 13 nominations and five awards at the
SANCTA’s 36th one-act play Festival in Secunda. Tshimbila
Rantsula, directed by Gcebile Dlamini, received awards for
Best Sound and Lighting (Phana Dube), Best Original Script,
The Adjudicators Special Merit Award “For shifting the
boundaries in Community Theatre”, Best Director and 2nd
Runner-up to Best Overall Production. Our annual end of year
production, Nyangara, was an adaption of an African folktale
and performed on the 2nd December. 28 children and youth
took part in the production directed created by Gcebile
Dlamini and Sibusiso Hadebe in collaboration with the cast.

At school we only follow the
textbooks, while at the theatre we
follow our minds.
– Isaro Cast Member
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Day Vision Youth Centre

Youth activation. Youth Leaders guide children into
various activities

One of the objectives of the Youth Centre is
to instil positive values amongst the youth.
The Centre aims to contribute towards
self-worth and assists in unlocking their
potential and pushing them to contribute
and become a positive change within the
Winter Kids’ Week 2017
Inner City of Johannesburg. The Youth
Centre is a place where young people can
come and acquire life skills that will help
them in their personal development. The Youth Centre
Matric Rewrite – This initiative was started to assist the
provides a fun, safe and educational space for the youth in
participants without matric who attend Outreach Foundation
Hillbrow and surrounding areas.
Programmes. In 2017 the Youth Centre, in collaboration with
the Hillbrow Computer Centre and Denver Community Learning
KEY ACTIVITIES AT THE YOUTH CENTRE
Centre, initiated the Matric Rewrite programme. Participants
Homework Assistance Programme – This programme was
who do not have matric were encouraged to register for their
initiated to assist learners from surrounding schools to
matric rewrite at the Adult Learning Centre in Denver.
improve their academic performances. 73 learners from
13 candidates were registered to write their matric through this
different schools in the area were assisted with their
programme.
homework and research during the reporting period. The
Volunteer Programme – The main focus of this programme
Hillbrow Computer Centre, in collaboration with the Youth
is to ensure that people understand the culture of volunteering
Centre, supported and offered assistance to all participants
as well as giving back to their communities without expecting
who required the internet for research purposes.
monetary returns. This programme is one of the most popular
Maths and English Literacy – Were introduced during the
programmes in the Youth Centre because most of the Centre
second quarter of the year to assist participants who are
and its projects, as well as Kids’ Week, depend on volunteers
struggling with these important subjects at school.
to implement their activities. Since this programme has
started, the majority of our youth volunteers have learned
Youth dialogue – A group of youth meets on Tuesdays to
different skills and have developed their own sense of
discuss their everyday issues. This project has been very
purpose and career paths. More than 50 leaders have
effective as it allows the youth to engage and share their
successfully joined the workforce due to the skills they have
experiences as well as come up with ways of addressing and
acquired while volunteering at the Outreach Foundation.
resolving their issues.
Life skills – This has been incorporated into our homework
assistance programme. Educational and fun games are used
to facilitate life skills by allowing the participants to engage in
fun and physical fitness. The youth enjoy playing in teams with
friends and peers, and through the activities learn to become
responsible adolescents and adults. Life skills are integrated
into the games they play, and our youth leaders (instructors)
routinely demonstrate how they apply life skills to a variety of
life situations.
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Youth Camp – Two youth camps were hosted this year. The
Youth Volunteer Leaders together with the Programme Manager
worked hard in trying to come up with innovative ways of
improving the Youth Centre’s programmes and how to engage
with new participants. The implementation M&E tools are used
at the camp to bring focus and a new direction for the leaders.
The camps serve as a training ground for youth volunteers to
take over responsibilities of running the day-to-day activities at
the Youth Centre.
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Kids’ Week

Winter Kids’ week 2017

“Kids’ Week is life changing. It changed my life.
It is fun, great, and awesome. The Kids’ Week
Programme does not only allow you the freedom
to play; it allows you the space to grow and
explore your journey of life.”
– Lethokuhle Goqo
Kids’ Week is a holiday programme that takes place three
times a year. Its main objective is to equip young children with
practical skills that enable them to develop and become
responsible citizens in our society and for youth volunteer
leaders to develop leadership skills that enable them to
contribute positively to their neighbourhood.

During Kids’ Week, we focus on life skills,
skills development as well as psychosocial
support for about 400 kids from diverse
communities who come to attend the
programme. During that week, daily
counselling is offered to our participants by
the social worker and counselling team as
well as fourth-year student social workers
from Unisa and Wits University. In 2017 the majority of our
participants were women (63%). During the week, the children
are guided through stories, social discussions, games and
recreational activities by the volunteer leaders.
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Music Centre

Music Centre String Ensemble entertaining participants before
the Hey Hillbrow! Let’s Dlala! celebration, October 2017.

The programme provides participants with the opportunity to
discover their creative and artistic abilities. While studying
music, the youth learn logical thinking; develop concentration
skills; increase their long-term memory; and improve their
coordination. Concert performances provide the opportunity
for participants to explore other musical interactions, to
socialise outside school and home. It boosts their selfconfidence when they perform in front of an audience.
In 2017 we engaged with the following schools and events to
enhance skills, build self-worth and exchange musical notes:
• Kingsmead Orchestra Festival held at the Linder Auditorium;

Kamogelo Molefe performing at End of Year
Celebrations.

UNISA EXAMINATIONS
20 students were trained in music and 16 students were
enrolled in the UNISA examinations and achieved an impressive
90% pass rate.

YOUNG SOLOISTS CONCERT AT
LINDER AUDITORIUM

• Beaulieu Preparatory School String and
Orchestra Workshop;

JSO Collaboration – This exciting partnership allows teachers
and identified students to focus on achievable objectives
together. The JSO agrees to pay tuition, transport and
instrument acquisition fees.

• German Old Age Home Performance; and

MARIMBA BAND

• Young Soloists Concert at Linder Auditorium.

Thembalinkosi Moyo, the Marimba teacher, collaborated with
Gcebile Dlamini (Theatre Director) to create a supportive music
score for ‘Thwala’ which was presented at the 13th Inner City
High Schools Festival and won this prestigious award for 2017.

• Jan Celliers Music Evening;

All of these engagements are vital for awareness, fundraising
and enhancing the performance abilities of the participants.

EISTEDDFOD FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MUSIC
This year, one solo violin performer and the string ensemble
received an honour certificate for their performance at the
festival. Professional music teachers adjudicate the festival with
the aim of promoting interest, as well as excellence, in music.
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Counselling and Migrant
Support Centre
Hillbrow is a vulnerable community with its moral fibre
constantly being stretched, torn and in some cases
broken into a thousand pieces. What is interesting about
Hillbrow as an urban institute over the years, is that it has
the ability to reinvent itself into a place of hope for all its
citizens from the African continent. In the community with
its challenge of diversity, high rates of crime and social ills,
the Counselling and Migrant Support Centre fills the gap
of restoring the moral fibre of a vulnerable community.

The Centre has the following activities:
• Pre-drug treatment Programme (Harm reduction): This
is our flagship programme due to the high rate of
substance abuse amongst unemployed young adults
with ages varying from 18 to 35 years, and the
phenomenon of drug usage doubling.

- Psychosocial support services to migrant communities: The
Johannesburg-Inner City with its diverse and cosmo-political
nature has, since the dawn of democracy, become the first stop
for migrants from all over the African continent. Our services to
migrant communities include a Psychosocial Support Service
and a Migrant Camp.

HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2017

1.

The tendency is that a client will stay within a safe
community, with easy access to the drug dealer. The
addict community creates a very strong relationship of
dependency on the drug dealer, and this often becomes
fatal and creates a high level of dependency. The client
enters our process of care for seven days during which
he/she is holistically guided through two to three
individual therapy sessions, a support group, family
reunification and also through an application to a drug
treatment centre. Admission to drug treatment centres
takes place on a weekly basis.

 he opening of the new building was a highlight
T
for 2017. The building strengthens our services
and especially our main priority, which is to
provide a process of care in a safe space. The
building has become a “lighthouse” in the
community. With the new building, our reach for
2017 has grown to just over 1 000 clients entering
our premises who need our services.

2.

• Community Awareness campaigns: For the reporting
period, we changed our strategy to focus on smaller
community groups in existing communities, rather than
bigger mass meetings. We focused on organising at
least two community campaigns in smaller existing
communities.

 he Mothers support group became not only a
T
safe space for more than 12 mothers of recovering
drug addicts, but also a home away from home.
In the support group, participants were
empowered with practical skills and knowledge
aimed at restoring their dignity and human rights.
In September they went on a community retreat,
which gave the mothers some time to debrief
outside of the pressures of the city.

3.

• Support groups: The process of care from the
community awareness campaign is to have support
group meetings. The purpose of the support group
meeting is to guide and facilitate a process of care
through the identification of key needs identified by the
group. During the reporting period, we facilitated the
following focus groups, namely Mothers of addicts
support group, Pre-rehab support group and Recovery
support group.

 or the reporting period, we were able to place
F
187 clients in drug rehab centres. This was a high
number compared to previous years, and was
made possible by the permanent appointment of
a social worker and also the network that we have
established with drug treatment centres in
Johannesburg.

4.

 ur psychosocial support intervention to migrant
O
communities has highlighted the plight of
undocumented migrant children and their parents.
Our interventions include a migrant camp and
assisting migrants with documentation. A key
partner in our initiative is Mazense SA and also
Lawyers for Human Rights, providing legal
support and information. In December 2017 the
Outreach Foundation, in partnership with Save
the Children, hosted a march with 300 participants
through the streets of Hillbrow, commemorating
the International Day of the Migrant.

• Counselling and debriefing: During the first intervention
debriefing /counselling, we assess the needs of the
client in a holistic space of care. This process of care
creates a safe space, where we guide the client
through an emotional journey creating stability.
Through this intervention, we journey with the client until
he/she reaches an exit stage. In the reporting period,
we have identified the following need:
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Computer Centre
The Computer Centre offers computer literacy
classes and supports and teaches youth and
adults on how to use technology to research and
apply for job opportunities. The programme
aims to capacitate individuals with both hard and
soft skills to enhance their employment chances
once they leave. With the belief in self-reliance,
we begin each intake with a compulsory selfawareness workshop aimed at boosting selfconfidence and self-understanding, followed by
learner-centred facilitated classes.

HOW WE DO WHAT WE DO:

“…it’s all your (Computer Centre team) hard
work. After only four months I am being
promoted. Thank you. Now people want to
come to learn too because you taught me so
well. They come here without computer
experience, and they want to study, they want to
know what I know…”– Lesedi Mashala

– A Computer Centre graduate (August 2017), and Checkers Oakdene cashier of
• We ensure that we constantly engage
the month for December 2017.
with our participants to streamline our
course with the job market needs and the
individual’s needs. From the beginning to the end of the
• The cyber café works with the Youth Centre to support
course, we ensure that it is learner-based. The team
school-learning to school-going participants (Primary and
ensures that everyone is treated the same and that we
Secondary) and post-matric students with research and
maintain warmth and friendliness so as to make everyone
homework. The café therefore assists in improving
feel welcome. Over 90% of our participants are referrals
academic performance.
from our previous participants. We aim to support and
inspire an individual’s journey to positive change.
• The self-awareness workshop at the beginning of each
course is aimed at inspiring individuals to look at
themselves positively. We aim to increase self-worth, renew
our student’s energy and promote a positive outlook for our
students.
• We issue a certificate of achievement at the end of the intake
after participants have taken the internal examinations. This
increases the chances of employability.

HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2017:

In July, we surveyed previous participants. The objective of this
survey was to track the use of skills from our participants and
the impact it had on them, as well as how they use these skills
in their daily lives, and in their current occupation. The results
gave us an insight into what we do, what to improve and the
success of the programme, below are the results from the
responses we received.

CURRENT OCCUPATION

Employed

73.33%

Self-employed

16.6%

Unemployed

10%

Studying

6.67%

BEFORE ATTENDING THE COMPUTER COURSE
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40.63%

Had never used the computer before

29.69%

Had used the computer but didn’t understand most commands

17.19%

Had used the computer but needed to upgrade their knowledge

10.94%

Had used the computer but not the programmes offered by the centre

1.56%

I knew everything; I just came for the certification
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August 2017 Graduation. (Left) Mr. Vika Mjoli (Lalela) and
Musawenkosi Tshabalala (facilitator) handing over the
certificate to Lesedi Mashala.

Inspired to dream – participant’s dream in a
self-awareness workshop

Lesedi Mashala graduating August 2017
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Boitumelo

Ralf Ziman, a contemporary artist, living in
Venice Beach, Los Angeles has been
working on the dreaded military vehicle
called the Casspir, which he, with the help
of several women’s craft groups, beaded
out with over 70 million beads. Boitumelo
created the knitted suits for the soldier’s
Young learners from Loxton drawing shadows in the
uniforms with guidance from Claire Rousell.
sand with bird seed
The project was showcased in the Iziko
South African National Gallery, the title of
the exhibition was Women’s Work. The
Partnering with the REEA Foundation in a collaborative process
exhibition opened in December 2016 in Cape Town. Spoek
and one of the first events of the year, was an exciting new
1 has travelled to various art fairs during the year and will
exhibition held at the REEA Nursery in Craighall on the 9th March
travel internationally during 2018.
2017. We exhibited our blue and white work as well as sashiko
We were invited to attend a conference on the Health and the
cushion covers and a tea book. We had an interview on radio
Arts Sector in South Africa at the University of Bloemfontein. It
stations, Jozi Today (7th March 2017), and Classic FM
was very inspiring. The outcome of the conference was a
(10th March 2017), to promote this event and the Outreach
framework that has been created for various arts initiatives to
Foundation.
continue in collaboration with various Australian Arts
During the year, we purchased four new domestic Bernette
Organisations. Outreach Foundation has been invited to
35b sewing and four Industrial Maqi (supported by Bernina)
participate in the Vrystaatse Kunstefees, which is a yearly Arts
sewing machines. The purchase was part of the Department of
Festival.
Arts and Culture’s funding for renovations that we received. The
The My Body, My Space Art and Cultural Rural Festival hosted
training room, sewing room, bathroom and kitchen received
by the Forgotten Angle Theatre Collaborative invited Boitumelo
much-needed renovations.
to offer workshops and collectively create a Land Art Work in
Sabelo Mthembu successfully registered at Imbali Visual
the forest on the farm called Waterfall. A team of crafters from
Literacy Project in Newtown, and he is joining the Tripple T’s
Machadodorp and Waterval Boven worked together for five
who are doing the second year SETA accredited course under
days despite Dineo, a storm that created a lot rain and floods.
Craft and Production.
After several mornings where we were stuck in the mud, we
managed to get to the farm and created the Forest MotherMary Mawela received a scholarship to attend the African Craft
Ubuhle Bemvelo, which was made from alien tree species
Trust Access Markets for Profit, which is a four-day workshop
woven together to make cloaks and a chair for the Forest
course held from 23 to 27 August 2017 at Gallagher Estate.
Mother to reign from.
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We have partnered with Bienvenue Centre
(Catholic Church) for migrant women and
children in Bertrams and have been sharing
skills with a group of mothers and their
young children. It is a complex group due to
trauma, age groups and language, but the
various projects that we have engaged with
have offered some beautiful insights and
great educational games for the children.

Boitumelo exhibition at REEA Centre CO2Lab.

The visit to the SACDA CHRISTMAS MARKET 2017 was an
insight into markets and clients. An exhibition by Piece at the
Saxon Boutique Hotel offered new learning opportunities
regarding the importance of the quality of final product. The
knowledgeable input from buyers and various gallery owners
from Johannesburg was a valuable learning curve.
In April we were invited to be part of the official opening of the
Riverine Rabbit Thinking Path in Loxton, Northern Karoo.
This is an extension of the workshop and art-making that
started in May 2014. The geo-glyph is 104 x 94 metres and
takes about 23 minutes to walk. It is visible from space and can
be searched on Google. The journey included three crafters,
Thuli Maseko, Tshepo Ntuka and Sabelo Mthembo and media
person, Evans Mathibe.
The week consisted of various daily workshops in collaboration
with the Endangered Wildlife Trust, Laslappies (local craft
group) and the primary school. Workshops consisted of
identifying and drawing Karoo plants, using highly trained dogs
to search for the Riverine Rabbit, playing with various natural
materials, making wire cars with the school children, land art
workshops, knitting workshops, cooking lessons (specifically
to create preserves) and pottery workshops.
The highlight of the year was a special field workshop that EWT
organised. We searched a 1 km2 block with everyone from the
Rabbit Project for a visual sighting of the Riverine Rabbit.
Several hares were found, and the sighting of one Riverine
Rabbit created much excitement. This is a partnership that is
growing and falls into our line of work that we receive funding
from Rand Merchant Bank for, as EWT is also part of the social
responsibility stable.

Boitumelo visited Where is Kovno, an
exhibition using textile art, to follow the
history of the Jewish people of Lithuania
1941 to 1945 at the Holocaust and Genocide
Museum, Parkview. Yda Walt, a teacher and
textile artist (who has taught several of our
facilitators and crafters in the past) did a
‘walkabout’ with 21 participants. The story
of the Lithuanian Jewish Community initiated
a workshop to explore our own ancestors
and information on our families, geography
and history. This was a beautiful way to reintroduce the Mapping Home Project.
Thabang Selai returned from his journey to South Korea and
will share his learning with the Boitumelo team in the new year.
He brought with him the catalogue for GNAP2016.
Constanza Dorcas from Dorky Park, Berlin, initiated the
Hillbrowfication Project and invited Boitumelo to be part of the
décor, props design and costume development. In partnership
with Roman Handt (local fashion designer), several design
workshops were held.
Funda Centre in Soweto invited us for a partnership discussion,
and the Director, Charles Nkosi, and Curator, Mzi Gojo, showed
us around the vast premises they have, introduced us to their
various programmes; High School and Tertiary Education,
incubator programmes in Theatre, Music, Visual Arts and the
Craft programme. We suggested that a colloquium is held at
Outreach Foundation to discuss ways forward in leveraging
partnerships, marketing, income generating and the exchange
of teacher facilitator programme.

“There is no waste in my room
anymore, I have learned to recycle
and understand that I can use things
for something else. I am not throwing
anything away. I meet new people,
learn new languages, understand
other cultures thanks to Boitumelo.”
– Miriam Dlambulo
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Postcard Project

Young learners in Loxton doing a walk about
workshop to identify images for postcards

Internet, we have huge expectations of the
directness and immediacy of information.
We do not wait for a letter or postcard, and
we do not share a moment with someone
and then wait for days for the postcard or
letter to travel to reach them with the news.

Handmade postcards received from the young boys in Loxton

During the creative workshops held in various places in
South Africa since 2010, and interactions with young people
especially school learners, we discovered a fascination with the
post office and of receiving post. Very few, if any, children have
ever received post and do not have an experiential understanding
of the postal system. Currently, many post offices in the rural
areas are closing down, and it does feel as if this way of
communicating is fleetingly being lost to a whole new way
of communicating, and the art of writing with empathy is being
left in the past. As art educators, postcards are one of the many
ways of communicating, sharing and exploring our relationship
to the written word. With modern day cell phones and the vast
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We have, over the years, created several postal
projects to facilitate communication, thoughts
and messages between participants from
different places. The finding of appropriate
images, the postage stamp, the address and
the message, all hold so much more than what we remember and
has so much more value than a WhatsApp message or e-mail. It is
a relic of the past, yet we feel it’s important to teach youth about
the importance of taking the care and effort to communicate. It’s
exciting to look at the dates of the stamp on the postcard, the
place it was sent from, and the geography of the journey by plane,
train and vehicle. We help the youth look on a map to find the
place it came from, and then get them to count the number of
days the postcard travelled to get to its destination. This kind of
effort requires so much more than just sending a message via a
cell phone. There have been many unintended benefits from this
project, such as an increase in literacy of the youth.
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Impact of the Outreach
Foundation in the Inner City
“Practical experience is essential. As a student, I
am learning to practice and to see the different
ways of making things.” – Ayanda Ntuli
Testimony – Tsakami V Baloyi
“My name is Tsakami. I’m a mother of two:
a boy and a girl. I can’t say I’m a housewife
because I go outside of there, looking for
something else to do. I found the sewing
school which was referred to me by The
Community Work Programme (CWP). I’m
working at CWP to get some skills, and that
is why I am here at Boitumelo sewing school,
I have learned a lot because when I first
came here, I didn’t know how to work a
sewing machine or domestic machine.
I didn’t know much about them, but I saw
them here.
“Now I can thread the machine and put the bobbin in too, and
I can sew. I learned to cut. If I have a material I can put it on the
table, and I now know how to handle scissors. I didn’t know
there was a way to cut or to handle and cut material, but now
I know. I can now also knit with needles, and I can do
embroidery.
“We came here in April. I was in Joburg looking for a job. If you
don’t get a job, you see CWP. They referred me here. Next time
I come here, I want to learn a lot more because I didn’t do the
school bags or the cushions. I feel this is my start in life.
“I have enjoyed every moment and everything they give me to
do. I enjoyed it because I am learning. I’m learning skills here.
I’m thinking every day. I can make my own money one day.
“Where I come from, there is nothing like this. I would like to
have my own project where I can help other people to get
these skills. I’m very happy about Boitumelo, the way we are
learning, our teachers…I say thanks to them. They are patient
with us. Teaching a grown person like me is different from
teaching a small child. But they are patient, and I am very
thankful for that. I want to go to places like London. One day I’ll
be there thanks to what I’ve learned.”

Testimony – Tshepo Ntuka

A JOURNEY SEARCHING FOR PLANTS
“It was so quiet, not like being in Joburg, where you find
every person out on the streets. This place that is so
quiet is where you can come into yourself. The crime is
less, the kids are so friendly, people listen. I was so
surprised that I could learn Afrikaans so fast, even
though it was hard to understand, I tried my best to
speak to the kids. The kids have so many interesting
words to share and they are so creative, this inspired
me.
“The most things I have learned were to hear about
different plants and different rabbits. The plants that
I learned about was at the nursery outside Loxton, when
we went to the Riverine Rabbit Project with Endangered
Wildlife and we made drawings of all the Karoo plants.
This was good to study the plants.
“One of the greatest experiences for me was sharing a
table with light skinned people, all around one table and
the food was always wonderful.
“The last thing that will stay with me and that I enjoyed
was on the last day, the Saturday for the Family
Celebration in the Community Hall. This freed me of my
shyness by dancing with everyone and the kids loved
my dancing, my movements on the dance floor and we
shared different moves. This was for me one of the best
experiences of my journey, the respect and sharing and
that we were all the same. As this was at the beginning
of the year it gave me energy for the rest of the year.
“Thank you for this opportunity, on behalf of my team
I wish we can do more journeys like this to other places
so we can learn from each other.”
April 2017
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Impact of the Outreach Foundation in the Inner City
continued
Testimony – Thando Bam
“At school we only follow the textbooks,
while at the theatre we follow our minds.”
Isaro Cast Member, Hillbrow Theatre Project
from Interviews conducted in November to
December 2014 for a master’s thesis in
development studies.
“Some white people did not know how to
make a ‘Les butterfly’. It was really fun
teaching the old people. We had a small
discussion about what you want to be when
you grow up. I want to be a lawyer” said a
young participant at the commemoration for
Lesley Perkes.
“My little brother needed a book at home and he got one
thanks to the Outreach Foundation and The Goethe Institute. It
was amazing and he enjoyed it” said Noxolo Gase following the
Book Dash.
“The impact of the partnership between the Market Theatre
Laboratory and Hillbrow Theatre has been far greater than I
initially imagined – I am amazed and delighted by how many
alumni continue to work with schools in the inner city, and
how it has re-shaped and focused the career trajectory of
many of the Lab students who have participated. I look
forward to building on this partnership to provide more
opportunities for young people in the city to experience the
arts” said Clara Vaughn – Head of the Market Theatre
Laboratory.
“I watched children who were voiceless, who were rebellious,
who couldn’t concentrate go from being life’s outcasts to life’s
conquerors. They now have purpose and a will to achieve their
dreams” said Sibongile Fisher, a graduate of the Market Theatre
Lab who has facilitated drama workshops for the Inner City
High School Festival since 2013. This was said about the Inner
City High School Festival.

Hillbrow Theatre
“My name is Thando Bam. I am 32 and a recovering addict that
approached the Outreach Foundation in December 2016 with
regard to assistance to being admitted into a rehabilitation
centre. I had been in active addiction for approximately
15 years. Through the facilitation and intervention of the
Foundation, I was admitted to Wedge Gardens Drug Treatment
Centre in February 2017 until May of the same year. The holistic
approach to the treatment of drug addiction at the institution,
equipped me with relevant skills to integrate back into society
independent of drug dependency. This occurred through their
three-month in-patient programme.
“After I completed the in-patient programme, the Outreach
Foundation provided me with after-care support as per my
needs. This created opportunities for me to be able to talk
about the dangers of drugs and to take part in drug awareness
campaigns and events held within the drug rehabilitation
centres. Eventually, this led me, along with other members, to
register with the Bam-Francis Foundation NGO. Its main aim is
to raise awareness on substance abuse and to address the
contributing factors to drug dependency. The organisation was
registered in July 2017 and since its inception, has partnered
with relevant stakeholders in addressing substance abuse. We,
in turn, have also formulated our independent campaigns and
programmes on the subject.
“Later in 2017, I published my debut title poetry collection which
I launched at Wedge Gardens Drug Treatment centre, to inspire
recovering addicts. I have been on SABC 1’s documentary, Now
Or Never, which focused on my life story and my journey after
recovery. I have also had a Morning Live interview based on my
book. My second book is due to be published in June 2018, and
I am currently engaging potential funders for the printing and
distribution of the Bam-Francis Foundations life skills manual to
be utilised by NGOs that deal with the youth, as a preventative
strategy to substance abuse.”
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Sometimes dance is the only escape from the
world, it brings us in touch with reality, it sets us
apart from the rest,.” – Chris Mvunge
Testimony – Chris Mvunge

“As a choreographer at the Outreach
Foundation Day Vision Youth Centre,
I have helped many kids explore their
talents. Sometimes dance is the only
escape from the world, it brings us in
touch with reality, it sets us apart from
the rest, and unlike an essay, no one
can give you a mark for the errors or
for the sequence and flow. We get into
the studio, and we flow the way we
know how to.”

Testimony – Sphiwe Ndebele

“The Day Vision Youth Centre at the Outreach
Foundation has opened my mind and heart. I see life,
school and the world differently. My favourite things are
Kids’ Week and the homework programme.”

Testimony – Mandla Shongwe
“My name is Mandla Shongwe. I attended a basic computer
skills course at Outreach Foundation. After three months of
studying, I was introduced to Graphic Design. I didn’t even
know what it was at the time but was so eager to learn
more. I grabbed the opportunity with both hands. Through
the skills I obtained, I got a job as a Junior Graphic design
at Character Group SA before I even completed the
course. The company allowed me to attend classes until I
finished the course. Once done, they took me on
permanently. Outreach Foundation activated my journey;
now I am the owner of CREATIVE PEN DESIGN which is a
company that specialises in all creative work from designing
Logos, Corporate Identities, to Posters and more. The
company also designs artwork and brands T-shirts and
caps for some of the most popular Maskandi artists like
Khuzani Mpungose and Imfezi emnyama.”
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List of contributors

Thank you to all who contributed to inspiring our
creative journeys in 2017:

FUNDERS: Arts Alive International Arts
Festival, City of Johannesburg; Arts, Culture
and Heritage Services Directorate; Bread for
the World; City of Johannesburg; Department
of Arts and Culture; ELM; German Chamber;
ICAP (Round Table); Johannesburg Arts
Alive International Festival; Mac Shipping; Makro; Ohlthaver Trust; Rand Merchant Bank; Roundtable; South African Music Rights
Organisation (SAMRO); and South African Music Rights Organisation (SAMRO) Foundation. PARTNERS: Albert Street Clinic;
ASSITEJ South Africa; Business and Arts South Africa; Beaulieu Preparatory School; Church of Peace – special thanks; City of
Johannesburg; Common Purpose; Displace Person’s Unit DPU; Drama for Life; Eisteddfod for the Advancement of Music; Ekhaya
Neighbourhood CID; Esselen Clinic; Exclusive Books; Forgotten Angle Theatre Collaborative; French Institute of South Africa; GIBS;
Goethe Institute; Health and Social Development Region F; Ithemba Clinic – Alcohol and Drug Rehabilitation Centre; Jewish Women’s
Benevolent Society; Johannesburg Central Police Station; Joburg Theatre; Jozi Land Art; Khaya Designs; Kingsmead College;
Kramerville Bakery; Market Theatre Laboratory; Matjiesfontein Hotel; Mayet Store; Med-Lemon; MES; Music Enlightenment Project;
Nan Hua Temple (Supported by Buddha Light International Association – Johannesburg); National Arts Festival – Remix Laboratory;
National School of the Arts; Olive Tree Theatre; Parktown High School for Girls; POPArt: Theatre; Royal Central School of Speech and
Drama; S.A. Print Group; SANCA Central Rand; SANCTA; Site_Specific; Stay City; The Studio; Tswelopele Frail Care Centre; Umvoto;
University of South Africa (Music Department); Vuyani Dance Company; Wedge Gardens Treatment Centre; Westbury Youth Centre;
Wool &Textile Distributors; and WRHI (Wits Reproductive & Health Institute). FRIENDS, CHAMPIONS AND SUPPORTERS:
Ademola Sidiqmolas; Alison Green; Anita Khanna; Anthony Settipani; Baby Cele; Berea North Initiative; Bheki Moyo; Brenda
Sakellarides; Bongani Gumede; Brian Nyoni; Brian.N.Phakathi; Claire Metais; Charlie Nxumalo; Clara Vaughn; Dorothy Ann Gould;
Dr. Katherine Low; Dumisani Dlamini; Gcebile Dlamini; Gidon Xenopoulos, Tallulah Xenopoulos & Samuel Xenopoulos; Gcina Mkhize;
Gift Jamela; Happy Pooe; Happy Simelane; Ilke Alexander; Ismail Mohamed; Janet Watts; Jason and Rahla Xenopoulos; Katlego
Letsholonyane; Kelvin Tshabalala; Khaya Mchunu; Lorette Theron; Lawrence Shongwe; Lillian Tshabalala; Lily Witbooi; Linda Michael;
Lindiwe Matshikiza; Lindani Dlamini; Lynita Grasmuck; Madre Walters; Madulammoho Housing Association; Maggie Lüttich; Malefu
Mariti; Mbulaza Khumalo; Michael Maxwell; Moses Mathonsi; Moonira Asmal; Mpho Molepo; Nhlanhla Malinga; Noel McDonald;
Nomasonto Radebe; Nontobeko Mkhatshwa; Ntshieng Mkogoro; Ntsikelelo Ngcanga; Phana Dube; Riana Gaspar; Rick Ed; Rudi
Grasmuck; Roshnie Moonsammy; Sibusiso Dlamini; Sibusiso Madondo; Skhumbuzo Mthimkhulu; Suzi Grasmuck; Takalani Munyai;
Thembile Tshuma; Thebile Tshuma; Teboho Moloi; Tshepiso Mabaso; Tsepiso Phahlane; Tim & Puma Mimi; Wendy Hardy; Yda Walt;
Yvette Hardie and Yvette Nowell. 2ND YEAR MARKET THEATRE LABORATORY STUDENTS: Ncumisa Ndimeni;
Snenhlanhla Mgeyi; Nosipho Buthelezi; Vusumuzi Tshabalala; Boikobo Masibi; Khanyiswa Mazwi; Rudy Matseatsea; Darlington Khoza;
Mthokozisi Dlundlu; Pereko Makgothi; Tumeka Matintela and Mathews Rantsoma. MEDIA: Beeld; Bridget van Oerle, Buzz Publicity;
Classic FM; Country Life Magazine; Deaf TV; Dianne De Beer, The Star Tonight; Die Burger; Jacaranda FM; Mail & Guardian; Power
FM; Radio Today; Reality Check – ETV/Endemol; SABC TV News; Saturday Star. THOSE WHO INSPIRED US: Adelaide Tukuta;
Alisa Golomzina; Benjamin Pule; Beverley Cooper; Constanza Macras; Danish Agency for Culture; Drama for Life; Doug Goodkin;
Edre van As; Emil Bordas; Florah Nkoana; Goethe-Institut; Gordon Institute of Business Science; Francois Venter; Harry Card;
Helena Casas; Henrik Haartman, Naghmeh Mahmoudi Kashani and the C:NTACT team; João Orecchia; Jaqueline Dommisse;
Johannesburg Metropolitan Police Department (JMPD); John Sithole; Jefferson Tshabalala; Joseph Letlala and the team at Tswelopele
Frail Care Centre; Nhlanhla Mahlangu; Mark Straw; Mariapaola McGurk; Maxim Gorki Theater Berlin; MES; Nhlanhla Mahlangu;
Milton Sibiya; Miki Shoji; Nicole Meyer; Nomalanga Nkosi; Olive Tree Theatre; Performing Arts and Cultural Development; POPArt,
Maboneng; Ramolao Makhene Theatre; Roberto Orlando; Roman Handt; Sanae Sawada; Sarah Roberts; Sibikwa Arts Centre;
Stefanie Kastner; Sonia Radebe; South Rand Recreation Centre; Stay City; Sticky Situations; Standard Bank International Youth Jazz
Festival; Thabo Pule; The 19th ASSITEJ World Congress; International Theatre Festival for Children; The Coloured Cube; Themba
Xaba; TURN Fund of the German Federal Cultural Foundation; Umzansi Zulu Dancers; Underground Creative; and Vicky Walker.
SERVICE PROVIDERS: Nkonki Inc. (Auditors); and BLIA Computer training.
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Financial synopsis 2017
The 2017 financial year saw the organisation come under some
financial pressures. This was to be expected as the growth over
the previous years was exceptional, and it would be extremely
difficult to keep on that growth trajectory.
Considering that 2017 South Africa and especially the
Non-Profit sector have been under severe economic strain,
I still believe the financial results are remarkable.

ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Revenue has come under some pressure with the National
Lottery Distribution Trust Fund contribution displaying the
biggest decline on a like-for-like basis. It should be noted that
almost R550 000 of Lotto funding was received, but the
majority of this was deferred because the grant was only
received towards the end of the financial period and the
deliverables are still to be met.
The project and rental income declined slightly but make up
just over 12% of total revenue. Growing these non-donorbased incomes remain a high priority for the Board of Outreach
Foundation as it creates a more sustainable organisation. One
has to consider, however, that these income streams are
generated from the Hillbrow community that is under continuous
financial strain themselves.
During the past year, more than R2 million was spent on
buildings and equipment. The majority of this amount is listed
as expenses, but are essentially investments in the service
rendering models of Outreach Foundation. Investing in quality
and functional infrastructure will serve the community well over
many years to come. The operational deficit of R800 000 is not
ideal but is absorbed from previous years’ reserves.

EXCLUSIONS
The financial statements, unfortunately, exclude non-monetary
donations such as food, clothes, equipment and time dedicated
by volunteers, among others. These gifts in kind are vital in our
service delivery strategy to the poor.

KEY FINANCIAL CHALLENGES
The foreign donors – Bread for the World and ELM are and will
remain the cornerstone of the organisation. Diversifying from
this base will lead to growth and improved sustainability.
Attracting and retaining competent, committed and
compassionate staff remain a key challenge for the organisation.

CLOSING
Again, a word of gratitude has to go to the outgoing Executive
Director. The example Thomas sets in giving of himself is
remarkable and is one of the reasons Outreach Foundation is in
a healthy financial position.
Also a sincere thank you has to go to all donors, employees,
volunteers, associates, suppliers, and the community, that
gave of themselves the past year.

Francois Pienaar
Treasurer

Cash reserves of just over R2,3 million represent just over three
months of operational expenditure; a benchmark the trustees
believe to be an ideal cash flow buffer.

“You give but little when you give of
your possessions. It is when you give
of yourself that you truly give.”
– Kahlil Gibran,
The Prophet
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Statement of financial position
as at 31 December 2017

2017

2016

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

4 982 068

4 650 477

Current assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

258 518
2 365 167

129 602
3 463 549

2 623 685

3 593 151

Total assets

7 605 753

8 243 628

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Reserves
Retained income

413 400
5 229 899

413 400
6 041 116

5 643 299

6 454 516

662 950
1 299 504

877 584
911 528

1 962 454

1 789 112

7 605 753

8 243 628

Figures in Rand

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Deferred income

Total equity and liabilities
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Statement of comprehensive income
for the year ended 31 December 2017

2017

2016

981 269
4 107 418
901 528
230 211
55 000

750 104
5 246 194
195 000
213 746
1 504 656

6 275 426

7 909 700

263 086
131 767
464 682

294 874
92 561
508 408

859 535

895 843

(57 632)
(49 094)
(30 140)
(28 840)
(27 242)
–
(89 462)
(515 109)
(230 086)
(229 879)
(47 930)
(157 263)
(764 079)
(184 964)
(3 885 010)
(144 004)
(587 198)
(34 786)
(363 996)
(39 422)
(167 223)
(156 755)
(155 281)

(54 332)
(33 216)
(22 203)
–
(42 673)
(3 070)
(46 686)
(155 735)
(145 522)
(840 752)
(38 553)
(186 242)
(291 169)
(171 296)
(2 921 224)
(131 241)
(529 237)
(42 576)
(321 853)
(47 803)
(104 768)
(71 903)
(133 098)

(7 945 395)

(6 335 152)

(Deficit)/surplus
Finance costs

(810 434)
(783)

2 470 391
–

(Deficit)/surplus

(811 217)

2 470 391

Figures in Rand
REVENUE
Corporate
Foreign sponsors
Government funding
Individuals
NLTDF

OTHER INCOME
Project income
Interest received
Rental income

OPERATING EXPENSES
Advertising
Auditors remuneration
Bank charges
Boitumelo crafters fees
Cleaning
Consumables
Depreciation
Equipment expenses
Food purchases
Functions, camps and workshops
Insurance
Legal and professional fees
Maintenance and renovations
Municipal expenses
Personnel expenses
Printing and stationery
Project specific costs
Raw material
Rent and levies
Security
Telephone and fax
Training
Vehicle and transport cost
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We offer an end-to-end stakeholder communication
service. We use our intellectual capital to assist
clients to progressively improve their external
reporting and communication strategies.
WHO
– Our team consists of 57 people in our JHB and CPT offices, and we provide services
in South Africa and Namibia.
– We have the continuity, fresh ideas and dedication to work with you to produce reports
and results that meets the needs of your stakeholders.
– It takes a special type of person to stay calm when things get chaotic, our employees
have that ability.

WHAT
– End-to-end financial solutions including
report structure development, advisory,
writing, design, print and digital
reporting.
– Excited about our new contemporary
service solutions including design
development of corporate identities,
logos, corporate magazines and
employee magazines.
– Everything is done under one roof
with all services in-house.

ADVISORY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
LANGUAGE
PRODUCTION SERVICES
DIGITAL SERVICES
CORPORATE ACTIONS

WHY GMF?
– We are experienced in providing
end-to-end reporting services to listed
companies.

– We develop an understanding
of your processes and preferences
(institutional knowledge).
– Our advisory and production teams
are the best in the industry.
– We don’t promise, we deliver.
– All services are in-house, so we
retain knowledge and experience.
– We appoint quality people who
partner with clients to communicate
their journeys in a clear and engaging
manner.
– We deal with issues and challenges
and still deliver high quality
products on time.
–

Diversity – If you want a new team
at any given time you can have it.

Visit www.greymatterfinch.com for more on our products and services or get in touch with us
Johannesburg Tel. 087 354 0536 / Stellenbosch Tel. 087 353 0160 Email info@greymatterfinch.com

Written by the Outreach Foundation team with editorial support from Chantal Meugens.
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Thank you to our staff, funders, supporters and all our participants for making
2017 a successful year.

GREYMATTER & FINCH # 12146

Contact details
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Robert Michel
robert.m@outreachfoundation.co.za

CREATIVE DIRECTORS AND
PROGRAMME LEADERS
Boitumelo:
Erica Lüttich
Boitumelo@outreachfoundation.co.za

Computer Centre
Wiseman Ngobese
computer@outreachfoundation.co.za

Counselling
Johan Robyn
Counsellor@outreachfoundation.co.za

Theatre Project
Gerard Bester
hillbrowtheatre@outreachfoundation.co.za

Music Centre
music@outreachfoundation.co.za

Dayvision Youth Centre and Kids’ Week
Ethel Munyai
socialworker@outreachfoundation.co.za

011 720 7011
www.outreachfoundation.co.za
www.facebook.com/OutreachFoundation

www.outreachfoundation.co.za

